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RITTO TRAINING CENTER

MIHO TRAINING CENTER

 10 Racecourses in JRA

 Rearing and Training at 

the two Training Centers 

(East and West of Japan)

 Transport from Training 

Centers to Racecourses

on the day or one day  

prior to the start

JRA Training Centers ( Miho and Ritto ) and Racecourses



Before The Training Centers were Established

With the development of Japanese economy, 

the popularity of horse racing has grown and 

the number of racehorses has increased 

Stables and training facilities were situated 

together at racecourses

1. Complaints from the neighborhood residents

2. Lack of land for stables and training facilities 

3. Damages on the track surfaces



Opening of JRA Training Centers

“Develop world-class horses to compete on the international stage “

 Provide facilities to enable various trainings 
to fit with the physical condition and the 
character of individual horses

 High integrity and prevention from 
spreading of infectious diseases

 For racing media to get sufficient 
information to provide to racing fans

Contribute to enhance the development 

and popularity of JRA racing as 

entertainment

 Providing free transport 
between training centers 
and racecourses

 Housing with low rent fee 
for stable staffs

Improved the environment

 Training Center:  for rearing and training horses

while maintaining

the natural environment

 Racecourse: for race meetings and customer service In 1969   Ritto Training Center opened

(20 km from Kyoto)

In 1978 Miho Training Center opened

(70 km from Tokyo)





Development of Miho Training Center

1. Change the woodchip course from 

1,600 to 2,000 meters

2. Install the ALIS for the woodchip course

4. Close the North Track  

and build new stables

3. Extend the slope on the uphill: 

from 430 to 1,040 meters

Raise the difference in elevation: 

from 18 to 33 meters



More Training Load

1,600 meters, B Course  

(Blue)

2,000 meters, D Course 

(Red) 

Change the Woodchip Course



Install ALIS for Woodchip Course

Trainers: for planning training menus and managing
horses’ health

Racing fans: one of the key factors for their betting 

 Training time is measured by racing media

 Under poor weather like very foggy or snowy day, 

They cannot take the time



Structure of ALIS [Advanced Lap time Information System]

【 A + B 】 / 2

Running Time 12:10”030

Median collected from 

the two antennas

B. End Time 12:10”034 A. Stat Time 12:10”026

IC chip emits 

the radio waves 

Antennas receive 

the signal

IC chip in the rear 

of a number cloth

 IC chip in a number cloth emits the radio waves and 

antennas receive the signal

 Running time for each furlong is calculated and sent 

to a remote printer and monitor



Structure of ALIS [Already Installed on The Uphill Course]

GOAL

200m

600m

400m

800m

 Time is measured every 200m

 Data of each point is automatically 
sent to a server and will calculate 
the total running time of 800m and 
also the interval for each furlong



Extend The Sloped Portion on The Uphill

ll

 Put a load even at slower speed

 Train hind limbs 

 Improve the running form

Training on uphill has contributed greatly to the 

rapid development of the performances of 

Japanese horses in these years



Uphill Course in Miho

 Exercise load on the flat section

of the first half is insufficient

 Switch from flat to slope may disturb

the running form and trigger injury

 Digging the ground near the 

starting point by 15 meters

Extend the slope

 Make the entire course an upward slope



Perspective of The New Uphill



Close North Track and Build New Stables

 Replacement is in need at once, but we must first 

secure the site for the new facility

 Most commonly used training track is the woodchip 

course in the South Track and use of the North Track 

has been decreasing  

 Management and Maintaining both North and South 

Tracks are quite costly and need to consider to 

integrate the functions of training facilities

 Stables are aging and have problems like earthquake 

resistance

On site build the new stable area including 

a racehorse hospital

Close and demolish North Track 



Current Stable and New Type



New Biomass-Fired Power Plant

 Demands has been decreasing 

1. Fertilizer for mushrooms  

2. Soil conditioner for rivers

- Recycled as

 Work sustainably without external factors

 Electric power supply in emergency case such 
as the power outage by the natural disaster

 Reduce electricity expense



Power Generation with Biomass Plant

 

消石灰
アンモニア

Rice 

straw

Wood  

shavings

Furnace

Boilers

発電機

chimney

Ash container

Carry out

Domestic 

consumption

Generator
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